
Bodyguard 1701 

Chapter 1701: very sad 

As the heir of the Yu family, Yu Feng had a sense of superiority to begin with. He’d seen all sorts of girls 

throwing themselves at him, but none of them were as cold as song Lingshan. He didn’t believe that he 

couldn’t handle song Lingshan. 

Yu Feng only returned to the living room after sending the Kang couple to house Yu’s entrance. 

“They’ve left?” Yu shuixing asked. 

“Yeah, they’re gone. I’ve asked Yu Haitian to arrange for someone to follow them and see what they’ve 

been up to these two days.” Yu Feng said. 

Yu shuixing nodded. He’d promised to upgrade house Kang into a Noble House, but he still wasn’t 

completely at ease with them. He had Yufeng send people to follow miracle doctor Kang and Guifeng, to 

see if they were up to any tricks. 

After leaving house Yu, miracle doctor Kang turned to Guifeng impatiently,”Guifeng, you need to call 

Zhaoming and tell him to get the recipe from miracle doctor Guan’s medical company as soon as 

possible. No matter what, it has to be done as soon as possible-we don’t have much time left. Although 

the upgrade went smoothly this time, house Yu won’t let a weak house like us occupy the noble House 

position forever!” 

“Yes, father, I’ll call Zhaoming right now …” Guifeng wasn’t feeling too good either-miracle doctor Kang 

seemed to have high hopes for Zhaoming these days. If Zhaoming really did get his hands on the recipe, 

then he’d be the next Head of House Kang for sure, and his son Zhaolong would be in danger … 

But Guifeng didn’t have a choice-becoming a Noble House was still better than the current house Kang. 

Even if Zhaolong couldn’t become the head, his position would still be much better than it was now. This 

was the benefit of being a Noble House. 

Miracle doctor Kang and Guifeng weren’t practitioners, so every word of their conversation was heard 

by the people Yu Haitian sent. Although the core members of House Yu were only Yu shuixing and Yu 

Feng, as well as the half-dead Yu kun, there were still a few disciples. They weren’t strong, but they were 

more than enough to send people to follow house Kang. 

At the same time, the conversation between the Kangs reached shuixing’s ears. 

“It looks like they’re after the recipe.” “But no matter what,” shuixing said,”as long as they can get the 

recipe, it’s none of our business where they get it from.” 

“Father … About house song’s song Lingshan …” Yu Feng didn’t want to give up. 

“I’ve already put pressure on that old geezer, I’ll bring this up again at the noble House meeting. If he 

doesn’t know what’s good for him, then he’ll be fired!” Shuixing was getting angry at the mention of 

xiangwen-he’d agreed to it, and now his granddaughter was in trouble. He felt like he’d lost face. 

“Many thanks, father!” Yu Feng was overjoyed! 



The noble House meeting, although a few were happy and a few were sad, still started as agreed. 

The noble House meeting wasn’t a big event-there were only nine patriarchs bringing their young 

generation to the meeting room. Of course, other than these nine noble houses, there was also the 

addition of house Kang! 

Other than being surprised, there was nothing much to be said. However, when the Chen and song 

elders saw this, their hearts skipped a beat! The meaning behind this was obvious-house Kang’s 

participation in the noble House meeting meant that house Kang had a chance of becoming a Noble 

House! 

If the number of noble houses increased by one, it would still be fine. But if it didn’t change, then one 

Noble House was destined to be eliminated! However, according to the agreement between the noble 

houses, in order to ensure the quality of the noble houses, quality was better than quantity. As such, 

those who weren’t qualified would definitely be removed from the list of noble houses! 

Sitting at the head of the table was Yu shuixing, and behind him was Yu Feng. As the head of the noble 

House meeting, it was only natural for house Yu to sit at the head of the table-the younger generation 

was only here to gain some experience, and naturally wouldn’t sit. 

Second, there was the Liu family’s old man, Liu Zhenhu, the Wu family’s old man, Wu gonggao, the Yang 

family’s old man, yang daocha, the song family’s old man, song xiangwen, the sun family’s old man, the 

Chen family’s old man, Chen kuanglan, the an family’s head, an Mingyue, and the Xiao family’s current 

head, Xiao Ji. Standing behind him was his brother, Xiao Ben. They didn’t bring Xiao Wangba and Xiao 

wangdao with them! 

The other two that stood out were miracle doctor Kang and Guifeng from house Kang. They were at the 

end of the line, but the ranking would probably be changed after the meeting. 

“Everyone’s here, and we’re all old acquaintances, so I won’t say much!” Yu shuixing made a quiet 

gesture and spoke slowly,””The noble House meeting has been a rule for many years, and everyone 

knows that the first round is the re-ranking! Superior and inferior, this has been a rule that has never 

changed since the ancient times, and the standard of assessment for the status of a noble family is 

based on the wealth of the noble family, the strength of the cultivator, as well as the background and 

backing of the family!” 

Everyone knew about this rule, but it was only the four strongest houses and the five slightly weaker 

houses. Even the so-called four big and five small houses didn’t have a specific ranking! 

Of course, house Yu was the strongest, but they were still the leader. 

This first segment was enough to make old man Chen feel sad-his family had a huge advantage in the 

noble House meeting, and now Yutian was a Mystic early phase! With that marriage arrangement, they 

should be able to secure their spot as one of the four big noble houses! 

However, because of Chen Yutian’s meddling, he was crippled. House Chen was finished this time. They 

probably wouldn’t even have a place among the five small noble houses anymore. 

“The second segment is to clear up all grudges. If there are any conflicts between you, you can speak up. 

I and the others will help to mediate. If we can ‘t, then we can only use the old rules and resolve it with 



force! Of course, if you give up the right to pursue the matter, you can’t use past grudges to talk about 

things in the future. This is the rule that we noble families have always lived in peace! Everyone’s goal is 

to earn more money and have more time to cultivate. I’m afraid no one would want to waste their 

energy and time on grudges!” Yu shuixing continued, but as he spoke, he glanced at elder Chen. (To be 

continued.)  

Chapter 1702: Start of trouble (1) 

Everyone nodded after hearing shuixing’s words. Only the Chen elders, Chen kuanglan and song elders, 

song xiangwen, felt sad. It seemed like house Yu was going to attack them! 

As for the other families, there wasn’t much resentment. Everyone was a well-known family, and they 

would see each other often. They would also give each other some face. What’s more, there were also 

marriage alliances in the family, so there were no big conflicts. So at this time, they all showed an 

innocent and kind expression. 

Only an Jianwen stood behind his father an Mingyue, squinting his eyes at everyone like a Wolf looking 

for its prey. 

The an family’s overall strength wasn’t weak. Although they didn’t have any cultivators, they had strong 

financial resources and the support of the fire Wolf Gang. There was no doubt that they would be able 

to maintain their position as one of the five small families! However, an Jianwen didn’t seem to care 

about all this. In his eyes, these noble houses were all his targets. They were all fat sheep waiting to be 

slaughtered! 

An Jianwen’s ambition had reached its peak. With the professor’s support, he didn’t even care about the 

normal noble houses anymore! 

Of course, even house Yu didn’t know that the firewolves were just a cover-they had a huge backer 

behind them. Although the professor was here to help Jianwen earn money, in reality, some of his 

research results were meant for the backer-the backer didn’t really care about the money, and left it for 

the firewolves to develop their own forces! 

An Jianwen himself wasn’t too sure about these things, but he did know that once the professor was 

able to create a medicine that could maintain the mystic class for a long time, he could make his move 

on the noble houses! It was a pity that he couldn’t take the medicine himself. Otherwise, he could have 

a taste of being an expert! 

“The third round is the sparring between the younger generation, and we’ve prepared some pills for the 

winner. It’s a small Qi gathering pill from the Hidden House Yu-I’m sure you’ve all heard of it before, it’s 

a great pill to increase strength!” Yu shuixing said. 

Hearing that the prize was a small Qi gathering pill, everyone’s faces were filled with envy and greed. 

However, they all knew that among the younger generation, house Yu’s Yu Feng was the strongest-no 

one else could fight him! 

So, this prize wasn’t just a prize, it was more like house Yu’s show-off! After all, Yu Feng would definitely 

win in the competition, and the pill would be his! 



After the shock and envy, everyone calmed down. They didn’t need to think too much about things that 

didn’t belong to them. Things in house Yu’s hands weren’t that easy to get. 

“Since no one has any doubts, we will now begin the first segment. Each family will report their income 

from last year, as well as the strength level of the cultivator, and whether they have any background or 

support.” “There’s no need to talk about house Yu-just the profits from the auction alone are enough to 

cover the earnings of a few other houses. Our strength, too, goes without saying-I’m Mystic late phase 

peak, and Yu Feng is Mystic mid phase!” And our house Yu’s backing is the Hidden House Yu!” 

Yu shuixing said that he didn’t need to say anything more, but he did give a detailed demonstration of 

house Yu’s strength. Indeed, house Yu’s strength was the strongest among all the houses. 

“House Xiao didn’t make much profit last year, but we’ve taken on a few big deals recently. I think we’ll 

make billions next year, of course, including fixed assets!” “We don’t have a practitioner right now, but 

our hidden house Pi said they’d guide my son and nephew in their practitioning!” Xiao Ji said proudly. 

House Xiao’s situation made everyone sigh in admiration. A house that wasn’t even well-received in the 

auction, suddenly became famous. It seemed that having the support of a hidden house was different! 

He believed that house Xiao and house Yu would be on the same level soon! Other than house Yu, the 

one with the biggest background was house Xiao, so it was normal for them to speak first! 

Of course, the Firewolf gang behind the an family wasn’t weak either, but Mingyue was a low-key 

person, especially when she and the Firewolf gang were involved in illegal activities. It was best not to 

talk too much. 

“Our Liu family’s fixed assets increased by about three billion last year. As for cultivators, we don’t have 

any yet.” Zhenhu said. With house Liu’s strength, they could keep their position, but they would 

definitely become one of the five small noble houses. 

“I’m a Mystic mid phase master. House Wu’s business isn’t that big, but we’ve still managed to increase 

our assets by a few billion …” Gonggao felt sad as well-if Chentian was fine, house Wu would definitely 

be second only to house Xiao now, but it was hard to say if they could even make it into the ranks of the 

four noble houses! 

House Yu’s position as one of the four great houses was already set in stone, and house Xiao had the 

intention of rising to the top, so they were definitely one of the four great houses! As for house sun, 

although they were a support healer, their position was special. As long as old man sun was still alive, 

house sun would definitely be one of the four big families! 

Gonggao didn’t think he could win the last spot, because the an family wasn’t weak either. Not only did 

they have the support of the Firewolf gang, but they were also very rich. The an family didn’t have much 

money before, but with the support of the Firewolf gang, they became the leader of the five small noble 

houses. Now, they might even be among the four big noble houses! 

Of course, even if the an family gave up the position, if house song agreed to the marriage with house 

Yu, then house Yu would definitely give them a spot in the four noble houses. That way, house Wu 

would have no hope at all! 



One had to know that although the four big and five small noble houses were all noble houses, their 

level was a lot lower. House Wu would definitely not be as glorious as before! 

After that, the other noble houses reported their families “strength as well. When it was Grandpa Chen’s 

turn, Chen kuanglan thought of his injured grandson, Chen Yutian, and felt as if a knife was being 

twisted in his heart. He could only sigh helplessly,”House Chen doesn’t have any assets, and Chen Yutian 

was an early phase Mystic class before, but he was crippled. All he has now is an ancient sect to back 

him up!” 

“Ancient sect? Which ancient sect?” Miracle doctor Kang spoke first before shuixing and the others 

could. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1703: Start of trouble (2) 

Chen kuanglan furrowed his brows. He knew that house Kang was up to no good. It seemed like they 

had planned this in advance! 

The engagement with the ancient sect was a top secret. As for which sect it was, Chen kuanglan couldn’t 

just reveal it. Besides, the ancient sect didn’t allow him to say it back then … Besides, it had been so 

long, and there was no news. This matter was probably over. Chen kuanglan didn’t expect this to be a 

bargaining chip for the Chen family! 

He’d already given up hope before coming here, so he wasn’t surprised at all. He looked at miracle 

doctor Kang and said,”You can pretend that you don’t have any. The Chen family currently has no 

money, no background, and no cultivators …” 

“Head of House Yu, how did a house like this become a Noble House? Isn’t this a little strange?” Miracle 

doctor Kang asked, surprised. 

“En … Right now, we’re just calculating the strength of each family. As for the other matters, we’ll talk 

about them later.” Yu shuixing nodded, but everyone knew what he meant.”Next, it’s time for everyone 

to settle their grudges. Do you have any grudges? Can you mention it?” 

What grudges did these people have? As a result, everyone’s eyes were focused on elder Chen and Chen 

kuanglan after Yu shuixing asked this question! What happened these days wasn’t a secret, everyone 

knew what happened between house Yu and house Chen! 

In fact, house Chen was the victim, but they had no choice-whoever was the stronger one was in the 

right. House Yu was obviously bullying house Chen, and they couldn’t do anything about it! 

“Since no one’s going to say anything, then let’s start with house Yu!” Yu shuixing turned to Chen 

kuanglan and said,””Old man Chen, your Chen Yutian is interfering in my son’s relationship with his 

girlfriend for no reason. What’s going on?” 

“If you want to condemn someone, you can’t say no.” Chen kuanglan decided to go all out. There was no 

chance of a comeback this time, but before he left the noble House meeting, he had to make things 

clear, right? He was weak, and the Chen family had no money, no cultivators, and no backing. They 

could give up their reputation as an aristocratic family, but they couldn’t suffer injustice! Therefore, 

Chen kuanglan had to make things clear,””Song Lingshan isn’t your son’s girlfriend, is she? Lingshan had 

never admitted to that. How was that interfering? Besides, my grandson and song Lingshan are 



innocent, there’s nothing between them, and your son injured my grandson for no reason. Can’t you 

give us an explanation for this, Head of House Yu?” 

“Give you an explanation? Old thing, have you gone senile?” Miracle doctor Kang spoke up before 

shuixing could. He pointed at Chen kuanglan.”Even I, who’s not from a Noble House, heard about Yufeng 

and song Lingshan’s marriage, much less your Noble House. Are you farting?” 

Miracle doctor Kang’s words made Chen kuanglan’s veins pop-miracle doctor Kang and shuixing were 

obviously here to cause him trouble! 

“Chen clan head, how do you explain this? Let’s just be honest, it’s true that your Chen Yutian was the 

one who messed things up, and now there’s a gap between my son and house song’s song Lingshan. You 

have to give us an explanation for this, right?” Yu shuixing thought that miracle doctor Kang wasn’t bad 

at all. He knew how to play along with him, and he was able to turn the tables on house Chen. 

“I’ll give you an explanation?” Chen kuanglan clenched his fist and stared at Yu shuixing, his heart filled 

with sorrow! He was the victim, but it felt like house Yu was the one who suffered! 

“What, old man Chen doesn’t want to follow the rules of the noble House?” Yu shuixing asked faintly. 

“Head of House Chen, in order to get back my face, I’m ready to challenge your house Chen’s Chen 

Yutian. Of course, anyone from house Chen can fight in his place, even you, elder Chen. I won’t say 

you’re bullying the young! Hahaha!” Yu Feng followed up with a smile. 

Chen kuanglan’s heart was filled with humiliation as he stood up and looked at Yu shuixing and Yu Feng 

with bloodshot eyes-“House Yu, don’t go too far! Wasn’t it a little too much to act like a victim? Do you 

think I don’t know what your goal is?” 

“Old man Chen, what do you mean by this? Everything is done according to the rules of the noble 

House-if you think house Yu is bullying you, then you can challenge us!” “You can challenge me or 

Yufeng,” Yu shuixing said faintly. 

“You guys …” Chen kuanglan clutched his chest in anger and almost vomited blood! House Chen didn’t 

have a practitioner, so how could they fight against a practitioner from house Yu? To challenge them, 

wasn’t it no different from going to die? 

Chen kuanglan was prepared to be removed from the list of noble houses, but he couldn’t remain calm 

after being humiliated by house Yu. House Yu was too much, acting like they were the victim! 

“Don’t think that I don’t know what you’re thinking. You just want me to leave the ranks of noble 

families, right? I’ll just quit, you guys don’t have to say so much! This was supposed to be a meeting of 

nine noble houses, but now there’s house Kang here. Yu shuixing, do you think I don’t know what you’re 

planning? Do you think I can’t tell that you’re all mocking me? This time, I’ll be withdrawing myself from 

the ranks of noble families, so you don’t have to worry about me!” Chen kuanglan laughed bitterly as he 

looked around the room, but no one spoke up for him. They all knew that house Yu was twisting the 

truth, but who would dare to speak up for house Chen? 

Chen kuanglan’s eyes finally landed on the old man of house song, song xiangwen. No matter what, 

Chen Yutian got injured because of song Lingshan. If song xiangwen didn’t say something now, he would 

be too unkind! 



However, xiangwen was in a difficult situation. He was apologetic but he didn’t dare to say anything. He 

tried to smooth things over,”Old friend, don’t get too excited. Let’s sit down and talk slowly …” 

“That’s right. Does old master Chen think that everything will be fine after he leaves the noble House?” 

Yu shuixing said,”Before you withdraw from the ranks of the aristocratic families, you should at least 

give me an explanation, right?” 

“You F * ck you F * ck you!” Chen kuanglan was so angry that his whole body was trembling! 

He didn’t think that Yu shuixing would be this shameless. He’d already made such a huge compromise, 

yet Yu shuixing was still pushing him! This made Grandpa Chen so angry that his chest heaved up and 

down, and even his breathing became a bit uneven … 

Chapter 1704: Beginning to revolt (2) 

Chen kuanglan let out a long breath and pointed at Yu shuixing,””Yu shuixing, don’t go too far! I’ve 

already left the ranks of noble families, what else do you want me to do? Could it be that you want me 

to give up my old life here as an apology?” 

“Yes, Head of House Yu, we’ve known elder Chen for a long time, let’s just let it go and let him leave in 

peace …” Song xiangwen, the old man, couldn’t help but try to persuade him. 

“Head of House song, we’re talking about the grudges between house Yu and house Chen. We haven’t 

even settled our matter yet, and you’re still standing up for someone else?” Shuixing looked at 

xiangwen, “Don’t you want to give house Yu an explanation for breaking off the engagement?” 

“I …” Xiangwen didn’t think that his words would make shuixing point his finger at him! He could only 

look at Chen kuanglan apologetically. His eyes seemed to be avoiding Chen kuanglan ‘S. He braced 

himself and said,””We can’t call off the engagement, but the two kids don’t seem to be getting along … I 

only said that we’ll see how they get along, but I didn’t say that they had to be together …” 

“Let’s not talk about your matter for now. We’ll talk about it later. Right now, we’re talking about the 

Chen family’s matter!” Shuixing’s words immediately extinguished the fire in xiangwen’s heart, and he 

turned to Chen kuanglan, “It’s inevitable that you’ll leave the noble House, but that doesn’t mean that 

you’ll be fine! Our house Yu’s reputation has been damaged, you have to compensate us with some 

sincerity, right?” 

“Head of House Yu, what you’re doing isn’t right? House Yu is the head of the noble houses, they should 

be a role model and be generous-don’t you think it’s a little inappropriate for you to be forcing an old 

man like him?” It was sun Yikai who spoke up. He was a straightforward person, and he liked to stick his 

nose into things that weren’t fair. He knew it wasn’t his place to speak, but he still couldn’t help it. 

“Master Sun, it seems like your upbringing isn’t that good? Didn’t you tell him the rules of the noble 

House meeting? The younger generation is only here to learn, what right do they have to speak?” Yu 

shuixing looked at sun Yikai with a dark look and spoke to elder sun. 

“Ahem, Yikai, don’t talk nonsense!” Old man sun looked at his grandson a little awkwardly. He knew his 

grandson’s character. He was the kind of chivalrous person who would help when he saw injustice. 

However, on this occasion, it was impossible for the sun family to speak up for the Chen family. 



“Grandpa, I’m not talking nonsense. I’m just telling the truth! Everyone can see that the Chen family is 

already in dire straits. Just let him quietly withdraw, why make things difficult for him?” Sun Yikai, on the 

other hand, was stubborn. He raised his head and said stubbornly,””Are you all mute? Your silence 

today might be exchanged for the same fate as the Chen family tomorrow! Who can guarantee that 

their family won’t decline like the Chen family in the future?” 

Sun Yikai’s words touched the hearts of the noble houses. He was right-it was house Chen this time, but 

it might be other houses next time! This was especially true for the weaker families, such as the current 

Liu family. 

“Sun Yikai, who are you to speak here? The younger generation should have their own rules! Could it be 

that house sun thinks you’re good enough, stronger than house Yu, and can replace house Yu?” Chendi 

spoke up, but he was on house Yu’s side. House Wu and house sun weren’t connected by marriage 

anymore, so he wasn’t afraid of offending house sun. He might even be able to please house Yu, so why 

not? 

However, he didn’t think that his flattery would be wasted. He said house Yu was strong, didn’t that 

mean that house Yu was using their power to bully others? If house sun was stronger than house Yu 

now, then wouldn’t house Yu be in the wrong? 

And so, this greeting made Yu shuixing very angry! He was pressing forward step by step because he was 

trying to use the word “reason” to argue, but now that Wu Chendi said it like that, it was like he was 

using his power to bully people! 

“Head Wu, it’s time for you to take care of your grandson-it’s not good to meddle in other people’s 

business. Wu Chengtian was already disabled from being a busybody, don’t let your grandson become 

disabled too!” Yu shuixing warned faintly. 

Gonggao was a smart guy, and he thought Chendi’s words weren’t right either-weren’t you just saying 

house Yu was bullying them? How could he be happy? 

A Noble House had to at least maintain their reputation-if you continue like this, how embarrassing 

would it be for house Yu? 

But this Yu shuixing spoke right out of gonggao’s heart! Chentian was his favorite, and gonggao was 

pissed that Chentian was using him as an excuse.”What do you mean, Head of House Yu? What’s wrong 

with my grandson? He was only injured, but he couldn’t be considered disabled, right? Is this a curse?” 

“You should know very well whether you’re disabled or not.” Shuixing wasn’t afraid of gonggao at 

all,”what, head Wu?” Then in the third segment, you can let your grandson, Chentian, come up and have 

a fight! If he defeats my son Yu Feng, then the truth will be stronger than the argument!” 

“You …” Gonggao couldn’t argue back-if he agreed, it would be sending Chentian to his death. Even 

Chendi wasn’t a match for Yu Feng! He was a whole level lower than him! 

So gonggao could only lower his head and stay silent. 

“Alright, Chen family head, you see, no one is standing up for you now. They also feel that you should 

show some sincerity and compensation!” After taking care of everyone, Yu shuixing turned his attention 

back to Chen kuanglan! 



“What sincerity? What compensation?” Chen kuanglan suppressed his anger as he clutched his chest 

and asked. 

“I don’t want much, just give your house Chen in Yanjing to house Yu. From now on, you will move out 

of Yanjing and never let me see you again!” “Or else, don’t blame me for remembering what happened 

back then!” Shuixing said coldly. 

“You … You …” Chen kuanglan was so angry that he almost fainted. House Chen had lived in This Old 

House for so many years, and now they were asking him to give it up and leave Yanjing, never to appear 

in front of house Yu again? 

“I what? If it wasn’t for the fact that your Chen family doesn’t have much money, do you think it would 

be so easy to settle this matter if you don’t take out a billion or so?” Yu shuixing said calmly. 

“Yu shuixing,! ‘M not sure if you’ve heard of this saying,” the river flows East for thirty years! And the 

river flows West for thirty years. ” Chen kuanglan’s anger had subsided. He pointed at Yu shuixing and 

said,””Yu shuixing, I’ll give you a piece of advice-don’t be too cruel. This day will come for house Yu 

sooner or later!” (To be continued.)  

Chapter 1705: No need to wait 

“Thirty years? Hahahaha! Old thing, it’s a question whether you can live for more than 30 years!” Yu 

shuixing laughed, not taking Chen kuanglan’s words seriously,”Alright, then I’ll wait and see how house 

Yu will get to this day!” 

“No need to wait, thirty years is too long!” The meeting room’s door was kicked open, and a cold, hellish 

voice rang in everyone’s ears. Although it was low, it was mixed with thick true energy, making their 

eardrums buzz and deafening! 

The meeting room’s door turned into a pile of wood shavings and flew up like a fairy scattering flowers. 

Not a single piece was intact! 

Everyone in the meeting room was shocked. They had never thought that someone would dare to come 

and cause trouble at this time! After all, the noble House meeting was a meeting for the top cultivators 

of the secular world! 

The wood chips slowly dispersed, and five people appeared at the door of the conference room! Lin Yi 

was standing in the middle of the room. He was the one who broke the meeting room door, and he was 

the one who said those words. There were four people behind him! 

Two were standing, and two were sitting-the ones standing were Yushu and Lingshan, and the ones 

sitting were Yutian and Chentian! 

Chen Yutian and Wu Chentian were in wheelchairs, pushed by Chen Yushu and song Lingshan as they 

followed Lin Yi into the meeting room … 

“Lin Yi?!” Shuixing couldn’t be any more familiar with Lin Yi-the first time they met, Lin Yi was with 

Xuemin, and shuixing didn’t pay much attention to him at that time. But after a series of events, Lin Yi 

became the enemy of house Yu! 



“Didn’t you want to wait and see how house Yu would have this day? Then you don’t have to wait, you 

can see it now!” Lin Yi looked around the meeting room, his eyes landing on sun Yikai and sun Jingyi. He 

smiled at them and nodded, and then to Liu Zhenhu. 

There were only a few familiar faces in the meeting room, and Lin Yi didn’t have any personal 

relationships with the others, so he didn’t greet them. 

Jingyi had been wondering why Lin Yi wasn’t in the meeting room. Wasn’t he here with Chentian? 

However, he only saw gonggao with Chendi-Chentian and Lin Yi were nowhere to be seen! 

The noble House meeting had already started, and she couldn’t call Lin Yi anymore! After that, house Yu 

attacked house Chen right from the start, and he didn’t even have the chance to talk to his Grandpa. 

What he didn’t expect was for Lin Yi to appear in the noble House meeting like this! 

He … Is he here to join the aristocratic families? This was simply a challenge! 

“Lin Yi, I didn’t even have the time to give you trouble, and you’re here? Do you really think that house 

Yu can’t do anything to you?” Yu shuixing looked at Lin Yi, his eyes filled with rage,”What a joke, I 

thought you brought some help, but you brought two cripples, a normal person, and a Mystic early 

phase song Lingshan, how childish!” 

Yu Feng’s strength wasn’t as high as Lin Yi ‘s, and because of the trouble he caused, he had to retreat 

first. He was busy with the noble House meeting, too, so he didn’t go and look for trouble with Lin Yi, 

but this Lin Yi came to his doorstep. Did he really think that a Mystic mid phase peak was invincible? 

“Shield bro, how did this guy become the Head of House Yu? he’s like an idiot! We’re already here to 

cause trouble, and he’s still so fearless. So what if my brother’s crippled? even if he’s crippled, he can 

still take revenge!” Yushu shut her mouth subconsciously after calling her an idiot, only letting out a 

breath of relief when Mengyao wasn’t by her side. She should’ve told her not to use vulgarities or she’d 

tear her mouth apart! 

“I don’t know, but there are only two normal people left in their house. That Xie Yufeng is an idiot, his 

eyes are so big that he’s obvious!” Lin Yi said. 

“Oh, I see!” Yushu nodded,”Prophet Shu said that house Yu is finished!” 

Lin Yi’s group’s sudden appearance stunned everyone in the meeting room, not knowing what was going 

on! This was especially true for the Chen family’s old master, Chen kuanglan. He could not understand 

why his granddaughter had pushed her grandson here. Wasn’t this the same as seeking death? 

House song’s old man, song xiangwen, was also a little angry. It was fine if song Lingshan didn’t want to 

marry Yu Feng, but now she was working with house Yu’s enemy to cause trouble. What was house song 

going to do now? 

House Wu’s old man, Wu gonggao, couldn’t see the situation clearly anymore. Wu Chengtian said that 

he had Lin Yi as his boss, and Lin Yi brought two disabled people here to cause trouble? what was this? 

“Grandpa, please announce that you’ve cut off all ties with Wu Chentian-he’s trying to harm house Wu, 

isn’t he?” Chendi lowered his voice and spoke to gonggao. 



Gonggao only looked at Chendi coldly, not saying anything. He didn’t really understand what was going 

on, but he couldn’t just cut off his relationship with Chentian-he was his grandson! 

“Grandpa! Your grandson has made you worry! However, your grandson has said that your grandson 

will become your pride!” Chentian said, trying to comfort gonggao after seeing his confusion. 

On house sun’s side, sun Yikai also lowered his head and said to old man sun,””Grandpa … He’s my 

sister’s boyfriend, my brother-in-law …” She said. 

“Oh?” The old man of the sun family thought that his ears were damaged and he didn’t hear clearly, so 

he quickly asked,”Yikai, what did you say?” 

“Grandpa … The boyfriend I’m talking about … Is actually him … He’s here …” Jingyi said helplessly. This 

Lin Yi … He didn’t come at all, and now he’s making such a big scene … 

Old man sun almost had a heart attack after hearing this! Why was sun Jingyi’s boyfriend here to cause 

trouble? How could this be? If house Yu found out about this, what would happen to house sun? 

Old man sun coughed a couple of times, and was about to tell Jingyi to keep her mouth shut when 

someone else came to Lin Yi’s house first! 

House Liu’s talented daughter, Liu Jinghan, was here as well. She had a veil on her face-she didn’t want 

anyone to know her true face. She’d been hiding behind house Liu’s back, and even the other noble 

houses didn’t know what she looked like. But the other noble houses didn’t care about her mystery! 

Even if she was as beautiful as a fairy, she was not a cultivator. The temptation of beautiful women to 

them was far less intense than the strength of cultivators. 

“Jing Jing, what should we do?” Tianyi said quietly as he stood behind Zhenhu. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1706: Something’s wrong 

“I feel like house Yu is finished this time.” Jinghan said after a pause. She was a calculative and analytical 

person, and from the data she’d gathered on Lin Yi, she knew that he wouldn’t do something as stupid 

as suicide! 

There was only one possibility-Lin Yi had absolute confidence, and that meant house Yu was in danger. 

Tianyi’s eyebrows twitched as he quickly walked over to Lin Yi, greeting him warmly under everyone’s 

surprised gazes.”Miracle doctor Lin, you’re here! Why didn’t you tell me in advance that I would’ve gone 

to pick you up …” 

“Hehe, I’m here to cause trouble. If I tell you, won’t I get you involved?” Lin Yi was surprised as well-

Tianyi was openly supporting him! One had to know that Lin Yi’s strength was a whole level lower than 

house Yu’s in everyone’s eyes, and yet Liu Tianyi was willing to support him! It wasn’t easy at all! 

And so, house Liu was now within Lin Yi’s reach! 

“What are you talking about? You’re my father’s Savior, which means you’re our Liu family’s Savior. 

We’ll do anything for you!” Tianyi said. 



“You’re pretty good!” Lin Yi nodded,”but Mister Liu, you should stay away for now. You’re not a 

practitioner, you can’t handle this.” 

“Alright!” Tianyi nodded and dodged to the side. 

“Liu Tianyi, you’re good, aren’t you? You’re sucking up to Lin Yi the moment he comes, we’ll remember 

this!” Shuixing felt like he’d lost face-this was a slap in the face, and so he decided that once this was 

over, house Liu would be the next target! 

“Alright, don’t take notes. I guess you’ll lose your memory after today.” Lin Yi said faintly. 

“What do you mean by that?” Yu Feng raged,”Lin Yi, don’t think that I’ll be afraid of you just because 

you’re a class higher than me. My father is a Mystic late phase peak full master, only one step away 

from Earth Class! You can still kneel down and beg for mercy!” 

“He doesn’t know what that means?” Lin Yi shrugged and turned to Yushu.”Shu, this guy’s a bit of an 

idiot, what do you mean by telling him?” 

“Shield bro’s trying to tell you that you’ll be a dead man after today, and dead men don’t have 

memories!” Chen Yushu finished and looked at Lin Yi proudly,”Shield bro, is Shu right?” 

“Congratulations, you’re absolutely right!” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Oh yay!” Yushu said with a victory gesture. 

“Hahahahaha!” Yu Feng started laughing,”Lin Yi, are you out of your mind?” Just based on the few of 

you old, weak, sick, and disabled, you also want to come and cause trouble? Who Do You Think You 

Are?” 

“I can still kill you even if you’re disabled!” Chen Yutian clenched his fist and looked at Yu Feng,”Yu Feng, 

didn’t your house Yu say it already? If they wanted to settle their grudges, they could use force? Very 

well, I’m going to challenge you now!” 

“You want to challenge me? You?” Yu Feng’s eyes went wide as if he’d just heard the funniest joke in the 

world. “You’re a cripple, and you want to challenge me? Chen Yutian, do you want to die?” 

“It’s not certain who will die!” “I’ll wash away the shame of that day!”Yutian said faintly. 

“Chen clan head, you saw it. It’s your grandson who’s courting death, not us who’s trying to kill him!” 

“You should know the rules of the aristocratic family Arena. Life and death are up to fate. You can’t 

pursue this matter after it’s over!” Yu Feng said to Chen kuanglan. 

Chen kuanglan was surprised by Chen Yutian’s sudden appearance, and even more so when he 

challenged Yufeng. However, he didn’t think that his grandson was an impulsive person. Plus, Chen 

Yushu was there too. How could he just watch Chen Yutian die? 

There must be something he didn’t know about. Although he didn’t know, he still said,””This is Yutian’s 

decision, I support him!” 



“Alright, let’s go to the arena next door!” Yu shuixing wanted to see what Lin Yi was up to as well, but to 

prevent them from playing dirty, he spoke first,”Chen Yutian, since you’re the one who challenged him, 

then you should go up, right? When that time comes, you won’t find someone to replace you, right?” 

To be honest, shuixing was really worried that Yutian would ask Lin Yi to replace him! Therefore, he 

sealed off his escape route and continued,””When the time comes, don’t say that Lin Yi’s your sister’s 

boyfriend, he’ll be considered a part of house Chen!” 

“No need, I will personally take revenge for my own revenge!” Yutian said as he looked at shuixing. 

“Alright, you’re courting death, so don’t blame anyone else!” Yu shuixing said. As long as Lin Yi didn’t go 

up, it would be fine. Chen Yutian was disabled, and even if he wasn’t in a wheelchair, he would only be 

an early phase Mystic. He was two levels lower than Yu Feng, and Yu Feng could easily beat him up! 

“There’s no need for the arena, we can settle it here!” Chen Yutian said. 

“Hahahaha…Do as you wish. But don’t say that I’m bullying you. In my hands, you’re just a pawn. You 

were in the past, and you still are now!” Yu Feng laughed as he walked over to Yutian, but his laughter 

stopped abruptly.”Gah!” 

Because he saw Chen Yutian, who was sitting in the wheelchair, stand up! Yu Feng’s eyes were wide 

open. Wasn’t Yutian disabled? didn’t he come in a wheelchair? How could he stand up? 

“You …” Yu Feng pointed at Yutian in disbelief. “Aren’t you disabled?” 

“Who told you that a disability can’t be cured? I’ve just been discharged from the hospital, can’t I?” 

Yutian said sarcastically. 

“Then … Why are you still in a wheelchair?” Yu Feng felt that something wasn’t right, but he couldn’t put 

his finger on it. After all, no matter how strong Yutian was, he was only an early phase Mystic, and that 

was before he was injured! 

Even if Lin Yi had some kind of medicine that could heal Yutian’s injuries and help him recover his 

strength, he was still just an early phase Mystic. Even if he had some breakthrough, he would only be at 

the peak of the early phase. There was still a difference of a class between them-what was there to be 

afraid of? 

However, Yu Feng had an indescribable feeling that something was wrong. He felt that this was a little 

too strange. 

“Oh, I was in a wheelchair every day in the hospital. I’m just used to it.” Chen Yutian stretched.”Standing 

up all of a sudden made my head a little heavy. The doctor told me to do some recovery training, but 

you’re the one I’m going to use for training!” (To be continued.)  

Chapter 1707: You’re playing me? 

“Wow, bro, you’re so cocky, but not as good as shield bro.” Chen Yushu complimented. 

Chen Yutian was just about to say “of course” when he heard the second half of his sister’s sentence. He 

almost fell back into his wheelchair! But thinking about it, it was normal for him to be weaker than Lin 

Yi. If he was stronger than Lin Yi, why would he call Lin Yi boss? 



And so, Yutian said proudly,”of course! I wanted to get some opening music, like a TV show. I wanted an 

exciting song, but I was in a hurry. I didn’t have time.” 

“Damn it, Chen Yutian, don’t think you can beat me just because you’re out of the hospital. You’re just 

an early phase Mystic, you can’t beat me!” Chen Yutian and Chen Yushu’s conversation completely 

infuriated Yu Feng. He was being ignored, and this made him furious. 

“Who told you that I’m still an early phase Mystic?” “Yu Feng, there’s something wrong with your logic!” 

Yutian asked. 

“If you’re not an early phase Mystic, are you an early phase peak Mystic?” Yu Feng paused. 

“No.” Chen Yutian shook his head. 

“Isn’t that still Mystic early phase … You’re playing with me?” Yu Feng was a little confused by Yutian’s 

actions-he was a little pissed off and wanted to run over to him,”Chen Yutian, I think you’re here to die 

…” 

“Xiao Feng, wait …” Yu shuixing felt that something wasn’t right. Yu Feng was hot-headed, but he wasn 

‘T. He felt that something was wrong. No matter how stupid Chen Yutian was, he wouldn’t come here to 

die for nothing, right? Could it be that this kid has some underhanded tricks up his sleeve? 

After all, as far as shuixing was concerned, it was impossible for Yutian to increase his strength, but he 

might have some sort of hidden card up his sleeve. Otherwise, why would he challenge him like this? 

“What, Yu shuixing, are you going back on your word and break your own rules? Grudges and grudges 

should be resolved by martial arts?” At this time, old master Chen, Chen kuanglan, saw that his 

grandson was full of confidence and his granddaughter was also extremely normal. Although he was 

puzzled, he knew his grandson and granddaughter better than anyone else! 

Chen Yutian was a little impulsive, but he wouldn’t do something stupid like that. Plus, he had Chen 

Yushu by his side. How could she just watch him die? Especially that mysterious Lin Yi, Grandpa Chen 

had heard of him long ago! 

He was Mengyao and Shu’s bodyguard on the surface, but what he did wasn’t something a bodyguard 

should do! Killing a master from house Yu and beating up another master from house Yu-was this 

something a normal bodyguard would do? 

Plus, that wasn’t all-was the Hidden House Pi strong? Lin Yi took out one as usual, and that follower of 

Lin Yi, er goudan or something, took out two! House Pi didn’t even dare to make a sound, wasn’t that 

very suspicious? 

If this wasn’t bad * SS, then the golden clock sect’s Jin Wudi and his disciple Ma Zhu both died at the 

hands of Lin Yi and ER goudan-this was a miracle! Jin Wudi was at the peak of his Golden Shield, and 

even Earth Class Masters had to give in to him, but Lin Yi’s follower killed him with one punch-what kind 

of skill was this? 

So when Chen kuanglan thought of so many miracles, he suddenly trembled as if he had taken 

stimulants. All the gloominess and depression from before were swept away! He’d decided that since his 



grandson was so confident, he’d go crazy with him this time. House Chen was almost done for anyway, 

and maybe his grandson would be able to turn the tide with Lin Yi’s help! 

Chen kuanglan’s sudden change startled shuixing, but it was fine if he didn’t say anything-now that he 

did, shuixing knew what to do! Although he wasn’t as old as Chen kuanglan, his eyes were still sharp. He 

could see the hidden worry and the final madness in Chen kuanglan’s eyes! 

From the looks of it, this old man was worried too. Chen kuanglan probably didn’t know about this scene 

that Chen Yutian created today! In other words, Chen Yutian was acting on his own accord. Otherwise, 

Chen kuanglan wouldn’t be looking like this right now! 

Taking a step back, if the Chen family had really made preparations in advance, then Chen kuanglan 

would not have been forced by him to the point of helplessly going berserk in the beginning! 

Since that was the case, what was there to be afraid of? It was probably because Yutian didn’t want to 

give up and wanted revenge the moment he recovered. Or maybe he learned some hidden cards and 

dirty moves from Lin Yi and thought he was great, so he wanted to challenge Yufeng to get back at him! 

From Yu shuixing’s point of view, if Yutian was really confident, there was no way Chen kuanglan 

wouldn’t have known about it, and house Chen wouldn’t have been so passive! 

Of course, that was only what a normal person would think-Yu shuixing didn’t realize that Lin Yi’s 

intention was deeper, and that was to destroy house Yu! Chen Yutian’s revenge on Yu Feng was just a 

warm-up-the real show was yet to come! 

However, this was something Yu shuixing didn’t expect. How could he have known that Lin Yi was 

already an Earth Class? 

“Of course not. I just have something to say!” Yu shuixing looked at Chen kuanglan and said,””Chen clan 

leader, you should understand the rules of the challenge ring before the challenge, right? Life and death 

are in the hands of the heavens, and no one is to be held accountable after the matter?” 

“This … Naturally!” Chen kuanglan felt a little guilty after hearing Yu shuixing’s words, but he still 

said,””What’s there to say? we’re all children of noble houses, so we know this. Yutian knows this too!” 

“That’s good! Xiao Feng, don’t hold back, or he’ll play dirty tricks on you!” Yu shuixing nodded and 

hinted to Yu Feng, telling him to kill Chen Yutian as soon as he got up, so that Chen Yutian wouldn’t be 

able to make a comeback! 

Shuixing, on the other hand, saw the worry and worry in Chen kuanglan’s eyes. It made him feel even 

more at ease. It seemed like Chen kuanglan didn’t have much confidence in Chen Yutian. 

He was worrying too much-he thought. 

“No problem! Chen Yutian, I didn’t kill you last time, but I won’t go easy on you this time. Since you’re 

here, you should prepare for death!” With that, Yu Feng’s hands turned into two palms and slammed 

towards Chen Yutian! 

Lin Yi shook his head at the move-the difference between Mystic and earth Class wasn’t just a little bit, 

after all. There was a huge gap between them, and it wasn’t wrong to call it a watershed! When one 



reached the earth-rank, they could learn martial arts techniques, and only with martial arts techniques 

could one be called a true cultivator! 

He was only at the beginner level before, but now that he was an Earth Class, he saw Yu Feng as a 

beginner full of flaws! (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1708: I’m not dreaming, right? 

A cold smile appeared on Yutian’s face as he channeled his practitioner’s Arts, pushing out his palms as 

well, planning on using the same move to counter Yu Feng’s attack! 

“Xiao Feng, be careful!” Yu shuixing felt Yutian’s strength at that moment, and he couldn’t help but warn 

him. 

However, it was too late. The exchange of blows happened in an instant-it wasn’t an exaggeration to say 

that it happened in a split second. As soon as Yu shuixing finished his sentence, Yu Feng was sent flying 

by Chen Yutian, crashing into the White wall of the meeting room. The force created a human-shaped 

hole in the wall, and there were blood stains on it! 

Mystic mid phase and Mystic late phase peak-they were two completely different types of fighters. If it 

was just a technique, Yu Feng wouldn’t have lost so badly, but he chose to fight it head on. He listened 

to shuixing’s words and wanted to kill Chen Yutian, but he didn’t expect his opponent’s Qi to be so 

strong that it sent him flying. 

Everyone was dumbfounded, including Chen kuanglan and the other patriarchs of the noble houses. 

They all looked at Chen Yutian in disbelief! House Chen’s Chen Yutian-he was a nobody at first, a small 

early phase golden class master, but only recently did he make a name for himself. There was a bit of 

mockery to it though, saying that he’d just broken into Mystic and was trying to steal Yufeng’s woman, 

and ended up getting seriously injured and crippled … 

However, no one would have thought that he would become a Mystic late phase peak, and appear at 

the noble House meeting with such a look! 

Now, even an idiot would know that Yutian came prepared-he wasn’t just hot-headed! 

Of course, these people were just shocked and envious. Grandpa Chen, on the other hand, was shaking 

with excitement. He remembered what Chen Yutian had said to him on the phone a few days 

ago.”Grandpa, I’ll be your pride!” 

Yet, he had done it! 

A Mystic late phase peak, what that meant to house Chen, Chen kuanglan knew it all too well. This was 

the existence of a top Noble House, and right now, only house Yu had Yu shuixing! In other words, the 

Chen family’s rise was no longer a dream! 

Chen kuanglan wanted to laugh out loud. His name was really good. Chen kuanglan had really turned 

the tide. At the Chen family’s most critical moment, his grandson had turned the tide for him and 

revived the Chen family. 

“Xiao Feng!” Yu shuixing stood up suddenly, roaring in anger,”Chen Yutian, you’re Mystic late phase 

peak? You dare to cheat?” 



“I cheated?” Yutian smiled,”when did I say I wasn’t Mystic late phase peak?” Did I say that? I’m just 

saying that I’m not an early phase Mystic, nor am I an early phase peak Mystic. It’s you and your son 

who are stupid and thought that I’m weak!” 

Chen Yutian’s question made shuixing’s face freeze. Yes, he didn’t say that he wasn’t a Mystic late phase 

Peak Master. He had misunderstood! 

However, Yu shuixing wanted to kill Chen Yutian when he saw Yu Feng covered in blood! But right now, 

in front of everyone, he really couldn’t do anything to him! 

The noble House meeting had its own rules, and if house Yu broke the rules, how could they still be the 

leader? 

With that thought, he decided to check on Yu Feng’s injuries first, and then find a chance to get rid of 

house Chen! Of course, not now. Not only could they not do that, but they had to be generous and let 

house Chen continue to be a Noble House. Only then could house Yu’s generosity and selflessness be 

shown. As for taking revenge on house Chen after this, they just had to do it secretly and not let people 

criticize them. 

“Hmph!” With that thought, Yu shuixing hmphed coldly, stood up, and walked towards Yu Feng. He 

wanted to check on Yu Feng’s injuries, but all he heard was Lin Yi’s calm voice. 

“Since the Head of House Yu said that his life is up to the heavens, then you can send him to hell.” Lin Yi 

looked at Yufeng and turned to Yutian, “It’s because you’re Chen Yutian. That’s why you’re in God’s 

hands,” 

“Haha, shield bro, you’re so talented!” Chen Yushu was amused by Lin Yi. 

“Yes!” Chen Yutian didn’t want to let Yu Feng go. If it wasn’t for Lin Yi’s help, he might have to spend the 

rest of his life in a wheelchair. How could he let Yu Feng go so easily? 

And so, Yutian responded and ran towards Yu Feng. 

Yu shuixing and Yutian were both Mystic class Masters, late phase peak at that. Yutian was the closest to 

Yu Feng, and naturally, he reached him first. 

Chen Yutian raised his leg and stomped down on Yu Feng’s left leg. The crisp sound of bones breaking 

was especially ear-piercing in the quiet meeting room. It made Yu shuixing’s heart tremble,”Junior, you 

dare! You’re looking for death, Yu Feng has already lost, and you’re still going to kill him?” 

But Yutian didn’t seem to hear him-he raised his leg again and stomped on Yu Feng’s right leg, breaking 

it with another crack. The pain woke Yu Feng up, but it was only for a second before he passed out 

again! 

“It seems like the head of House Yu is very excited. Shanshan, go and calm him down.” Lin Yi said to 

Lingshan. 

“Alright!” Lingshan didn’t say anything and blocked shuixing’s way, stopping him from getting close to 

Yutian. At that moment, Lingshan’s Mystic late phase peak strength was fully revealed, stopping 

shuixing’s steps! 



“Another Mystic late phase peak?” Shuixing looked at Lingshan in disbelief. He didn’t think that a Mystic 

late phase peak would be so worthless all of a sudden. These low-profile young people were now Mystic 

late phase peak! 

At this moment, song xiangwen’s face turned red with excitement! House Chen’s Chen Yutian had 

become a Mystic late phase peak, and he could only be envious and jealous of him. But this time, if 

house Chen was lucky enough to survive, then the next one to suffer would be house song! 

He was worried, but he didn’t expect his granddaughter to become a Mystic late phase peak! This … This 

was too shocking-his own granddaughter had just broken through to the early phase of the mystic class 

not long ago, and now she was at the late phase peak? 

This jump and leveling speed made him feel like he was dreaming. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1709: Another Earth Class 

However, what happened next proved to him that he wasn’t dreaming! 

“Head of House Yu, you said it yourself, that life and death are up to the heavens. I hope that you will 

respect yourself and not break the rules of the noble House meeting.” Lingshan hated Yu Feng to the 

bone, too-she wouldn’t let Yu shuixing interfere. 

“Little song girl, do you really think that just because you’re a Mystic late phase peak like me, you can be 

on the same level as me?” Shuixing laughed coldly and looked at Lingshan,”I can tell just by looking at 

your skills-you’ve only just reached Mystic late phase peak, and it’s not stable yet. It’ll be too easy for 

me to beat you!” 

However, Yutian broke Yu Feng’s left arm as he spoke. 

Shuixing’s heart clenched as he threatened again, “Don’t force this old man to ruthlessly destroy a 

flower!” 

“Wu Chentian!” Lin Yi could tell that Lingshan wasn’t shuixing’s match-shuixing was a Mystic late phase 

peak, after all, and he’d stabilized his strength a long time ago. Lingshan didn’t have enough experience, 

and she might really be at a disadvantage! So Lin Yi decided to let Chentian handle Yu shuixing.”You go 

help!” 

“Yes!” Chentian jumped up from his wheelchair, his physical and spiritual strength at the peak of Mystic 

late phase was on full display,”If one Mystic late phase peak isn’t enough, is it enough to have a Mystic 

late phase peak internal and spiritual practitioner?” 

Chentian’s strength shocked everyone once more! 

The first two Mystic late phase peak Masters were already hard enough to accept, and now Wu 

Chengtian was a Mystic late phase peak who was both a physical and spiritual practitioner! This made 

everyone present short-circuit! 

“Ha!” Gonggao rose to his feet,”haha, I knew Chentian wouldn’t let me down!” Hahahahaha, he’s 

already a Mystic late phase peak! The Wu family will have no worries in the future!” 



To be honest, shuixing was confident in facing a newbie like Lingshan, but he couldn’t do anything 

against two Mystic late phase peak Masters. Not to mention that one of them was a Mystic late phase 

peak who was both a spiritual and physical practitioner. 

Lingshan and Chentian stood on his left and right, looking at him-they’d attack him if he tried anything 

funny! 

“Crack …” Yu Feng’s right arm was also broken by Chen Yutian’s stomp. This made Yu shuixing’s mouth 

Twitch, but there was nothing he could do. With Chen Yutian, there were three Mystic late phase peak 

Masters, how could he be a match for them … Unless … 

Chen Yutian didn’t stop after breaking Yu Feng’s four limbs. He sent a powerful kick at the end, sending 

Yu Feng flying out of the meeting room window! 

This was the highest floor of house Yu’s auction, and if Yu Feng were to land on the ground, he’d 

definitely be smashed into a pile of meat! If he was awake and had true energy to protect his body, 

there would not be any problems. However … He was currently unconscious. If he fell, he would 

probably die. 

“Xiao Feng …” Yu shuixing didn’t think that Yutian would be this cruel, kicking Yu Feng out of the 

window! He wanted to stop him, but it was too late! 

Yu shuixing thought that Yutian was just venting his anger on Yu Feng when he saw him torture him-he 

didn’t want to take his life. After all, he had to kill Yu Feng first, and all he had to do was step on his 

head. As angry as he was, he wasn’t too worried-at least Yu Feng’s life wasn’t in danger. As long as he 

was alive, there was hope-he’d get his revenge one day. 

But who would’ve thought that Chen Yutian would suddenly do this! What he didn’t know was that 

Yutian was just giving him a taste of his own medicine. Yutian had been thrown out of the window like 

this before, just not this high. 

“Wayayayayaya! Junior, you’re looking for death!” Yu shuixing was completely enraged-he didn’t think 

that Yutian would kill him! But how could he have thought that he wanted Yu Feng to kill him as well? 

Yu shuixing’s eyes were bloodshot as he looked at the broken window. He knew that his son Yu Feng 

wasn’t going to survive this. Falling from such a height without the protection of pure Qi, he was dead 

for sure! 

Yu shuixing took a deep breath and quickly took out a pill and put it in his mouth. In an instant, the Qi 

around him exploded, from Mystic late phase peak to Earth Class early phase! 

“What? Earth Class early phase?” Chen kuanglan, song xiangwen, and Wu gonggao were all stunned-

they’d never seen anything like this before. One pill and Yu shuixing was able to go from Mystic late 

phase peak to Earth Class early phase! 

“Hahahaha, you didn’t expect this, did you? Since you’ve killed my son, then all the families who 

participated in this matter today can forget about leaving alive!” Yu shuixing laughed crazily,”Chen 

family, song family, Wu family, Liu family, you can all be buried with my son!” 



This was Yu shuixing’s trump card, his ultimate weapon! This was a pill that could instantly increase 

one’s strength and potential, but it was an evil pill that used one’s lifespan as the price. This pill was 

made by the everyday and every day sect, and shuixing asked for it from the Hidden House Yu. No one in 

the Hidden House Yu would take a pill that was harmful to their strength, so they didn’t feel bad giving 

shuixing one. 

After all, the pill had side effects-a normal person could become a golden class master instantly after 

taking it, and a golden class master could become a Mystic after taking it, and so on! However, the price 

to pay was huge. A normal person would have to pay five years of life to become a golden class master, 

but a golden class master would have to pay ten years of life to become a Mystic! Mystic class, on the 

other hand, had to pay thirty years of life to become an Earth Class! 

As long as one didn’t step into Sky Class, the practitioner’s lifespan was the same as a normal person ‘s. 

Although they might live a little longer than a normal person, it wasn’t that long. Hence, thirty years of 

lifespan was a fatal amount! 

How many years does a person have in a lifetime? A single pill reduced thirty years. How many thirty 

years could a person have? 

And because of the physical exhaustion, it was fine for normal people, but after practitioners took it, 

after the effects wore off, they would drop a level-depending on how much they overused, they could at 

most drop from Mystic to golden class! 

With such a huge side effect, how could someone from the Hidden House Yu take it himself? (To be 

continued.) 

Chapter 1710: I want to ask you a question 

However, Yu shuixing still treated it as a treasure. 

Now, shuixing’s third brother was dead, his nephew was disabled, and his son just died. What was the 

point of living? Under the impulse of hatred, he would rather reduce his lifespan by 30 years and 

consume the pill. 

“Earth Class! He’s an Earth Class!” Chen kuanglan was the most worried. Right now, Yu shuixing’s first 

target was definitely Chen Yutian, so Chen kuanglan quickly made a decision,”Yutian, run!” 

“Run? Where to? Not a single one can escape!” Yu shuixing sneered,”you think you can run from an 

Earth Class?” Chen Yutian, I’ll bury you with Feng ‘er first!” 

“Earth Class, is that so awesome? Not to mention, he’s just a fake Earth-class, and he’s only using pills to 

level up!” Lin Yi, who’d been standing at the door the whole time, finally moved. He spoke as he slowly 

walked towards Yu shuixing. 

Other people didn’t know what happened, but Lin Yi was no stranger to shuixing’s sudden increase in 

strength. Heibao had been in a similar situation before, and it seemed that shuixing had used a similar 

method. 

“Lin Yi? Even if you’re a Mystic late phase peak, the four of you aren’t my match!” Yu shuixing was 

obviously more carefree than his boss, and he was more willing to risk his life! 



Boss Yu was already as scared as a mouse when he faced Lin Yi, a Mystic mid phase peak, but this Yu 

shuixing wasn’t even scared of four Mystic late phase peak Masters! 

However, the nine sons of the dragon were all different-even if they were from the same family, their 

personalities were completely different! Of course, if Yu shuixing were to go head to head with Lin Yi 

and a few Mystic late phase peak Masters as an Earth Class, he still had a good chance of winning! 

Of course, the prerequisite was that Lin Yi didn’t have the energy bomb as his trump card. If he did, then 

even an Earth Class could be killed by the explosion. 

“What if I’m not?” Lin Yi asked. 

“You’re not? You’re even more hopeless. It looks like this whole thing was orchestrated, so I’ll start with 

you!” Yu shuixing said as he flew towards Lin Yi. 

“Wait, before we start, I want to ask you something.” Lin Yi said. 

“Haha, if you have any last words, you can stay! However, I can’t guarantee that the people present will 

help you pass the message, because everyone related to you must die today!” Yu shuixing laughed 

gleefully. 

“I want to ask, did house Yu work as a bodyguard for an international drug gang?” Lin Yi looked straight 

at shuixing. 

“Hmm?” Yu shuixing froze-he didn’t expect Lin Yi to ask this! He thought that Lin Yi was going to say 

something harsh or something. 

“Answer me, did you?” Lin Yi asked. 

“How is that possible? We’re doing proper business, why would we be bodyguards for a drug gang?” Yu 

shuixing denied immediately, but his eyes were filled with shock and suspicion. He was trying to guess 

how Lin Yi knew about this. 

“You don’t have any?” Lin Yi had been an assassin before, and he was much better at analyzing people’s 

psychology than shuixing. He knew that shuixing was lying when he saw the light in his eyes.”You don’t 

have to deny it, I have two friends. One is called yang huaijun, and he was injured by house Yu’s men. 

His meridians were all broken, and he almost lost his life. The other one is called pangolin, and we don’t 

know if he’s Dead or Alive …” 

“What’s the point of saying all those useless things? If you want to punish me, then show me your 

strength!” Yu shuixing didn’t admit or deny it-under the glory of house Yu, it wasn’t a big secret that 

they did some dirty things. Anyone could find out if they asked around, and the other noble houses 

knew a little too. 

Otherwise, huaijun wouldn’t have been able to trace the trail back to house Yu so easily! 

“Yang huaijun … Was it house Yu who did that back then?” The Yang family head, yang daocha, stood up 

and glared at Yu shuixing! Back then, huaijun’s incident had dealt a huge blow to house yang, but they 

still hadn’t found the killer yet. Lin Yi’s words, however, made it clear to old man yang! 

“Hmph! I didn’t say anything!” Yu shuixing wasn’t afraid of the old man at all, he only hmphed coldly. 



“I’ll give you one last chance. Tell me what happened back then and who else was involved, and I can 

guarantee that house Yu won’t be annihilated!” Lin Yi said as he walked towards Yu shuixing. His voice 

was lifeless, as if it came from hell. 

“How could I remember such a thing? What’s the point of saying so much? The winner is king and the 

loser is vilified. If he’s injured and dead, it can only be said that he’s not strong enough!” Yu shuixing 

said. 

“Alright, then you can die.” Lin Yi shook his head in disappointment.”Actually … I don’t feel any sense of 

accomplishment at all when I fight a fake Earth-rank like you.” 

“？”Yu shuixing was stunned and was about to say that Lin Yi was bluffing when Lin Yi’s aura was 

released! Yu shuixing’s eyes widened as he felt the pressure,”You … You … You’re an Earth Class early 

phase?” 

“Yeah, that’s why I said that there’s no sense of accomplishment in fighting a fake Earth-rank like you.” 

Lin Yi said, shaking his head. 

Yu shuixing’s face changed. To be honest, he didn’t expect Lin Yi to be an Earth Class. Otherwise, he 

wouldn’t have taken the pill and forced himself into the early phase of Earth Class! 

Although, after taking the pill, he would go into a state of madness, and his power would be stronger 

than a real early Earth Class for a moment, and then he would go through a month of decline, getting 

weaker and weaker until he recovered his original strength, and then he would start to drop levels. 

But at this moment, he was the strongest! However, facing a real Earth Class like Lin Yi, Yu shuixing 

instinctively lost his confidence-he didn’t know if he could beat Lin Yi! 

“Hmph! You were only Mystic mid phase peak before, and now you’re Earth Class early phase-you 

must’ve used some sort of evil method to get there! We’re only on the same level, we don’t even know 

who’s going to win!” Yu shuixing gritted his teeth-he couldn’t back down now, he had to press on.”Brat, 

hand over your life!” 

However, after saying that, Yu shuixing didn’t charge at Lin Yi but turned to Chen Yutian! 

Yu shuixing decided to kill Yutian first before Lin Yi-it didn’t matter who won or lost! (To be continued.)  

 


